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social media guidelines

DISCOVERY SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES FOR ATTOOH! GIC’S

No pages, profiles or Branches Social Media 
pages  are allowed to be registered in 
Discovery or attooh!’s name. 

 If  you are a GIC and you post Discovery 
product information you must submit this to 
Discovery Marketing for approval via  email to 
creative@attooh.co.za before use.

You are allowed to share and retweet attooh! 
and or Discovery official pages on Twitter 
and Facebook. This will help you grow your 
own profile  too.

You need to make it clear that you are 
mandated to act as a representative of 
Discovery and are required to include the 
following line:
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Before you get started, here are a few guidelines which we as a GIC need to adhere to when representing Discovery.  It is 
important that you  remember this when you set up your profiles and use social networks as a business  tool.

attooh! Consulting Services Holdings (Pty) Ltd, 
a juristic representative of Discovery Life Ltd, an 
Authorised Financial Services Provider, FSP18147

You are required to use the official Discovery 
logo when representing attooh! and your 
profile on social media platforms.  Therefore 
please visit attoohinfo.co.za to download 
the correct GIC banners. 
Please do not use any of Discovery’s GIC or 
product logos.

You can use any generic images on the 
platforms that aligns with the service that you 
provide. You cannot use any of Discovery’s 
trademarks or intellectual property. This 
includes any of Discovery’s imagery, 
advertising, payoff lines or logos.

The name, ‘Discovery’ cannot be used in the 
title of your profile or page.
When using the name ‘Discovery’, it must 
appear in the body or text – it may not be 
used as a heading or copy headline.

You are not allowed to discuss or share 
sensitive information about clients, attooh! or 
Discovery or any Discovery products.

Financial disclosure rules still apply.
Your profile page, bio and site must not create 
the impression that you represent attooh! or 
Discovery as an employee or official. Make it clear 
that the views expressed are your own, as a juristic 
representative of attooh! CONSULTING SERVICES 

HOLDINGS .

Do not respond to any comment as an official 
representative or spokesperson for attooh! or 
Discovery. Tagging official Discovery pages in 
your status updates or posts is prohibited.

Discovery branding guidelines to all GIC’s are still 
relevant and apply to all social media platforms.

The already approved social media banners and 
motivational post with the correct branding 
applied from Discovery is approved. 

Please find this on www.attoohinfo.co.za 
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Be clear and specific when setting up your 
profile. Add your business name, and fill in 
your bio as fully as you can. Also, add a link to 
your other sites.

Update your profile

Be consistent. Try to use the same picture and 
wording across all your profiles and bios. This 
will also help your name come up faster and 
more often during searches.

Be interactive. If you can, try to respond to 
people within 24 hours (12-hour cycles for 
Twitter).

Acknowledge your clients. Like, mention, 
retweet and give as much positive feedback 
as possible. It only takes a click, and it can go a 
long way to building a good rapport.

A simple plan will do. Draw up a schedule with 
messages and information you’d like to share 
with your clients. This will help you schedule 
posts in advance and organise your profile to 
track responses and new opportunities.

Be colourful and mix it up. Get creative and 
mix your content up. No one wants to just 
read, add videos, and interesting pictures.

Check feeds twice a day. If you can do it more 
regularly, even better.

Proper pictures please! Make sure you 
upload high-resolution (must be over 1MB) 
professional pictures that capture both your 
business and personality. Change it every 
season or to highlight a milestone.
 
Timing is important. Statistics show that the 
best time to post content is between 12:00 
and 16:00.

Fact checking. Double-check all facts before 
posting.

Avoid politics, religion and contentious 
issues. Keep in mind, this is a business tool – 
avoid expressing controversial views.

Don’t overdo it. Don’t post an update or link 
every second. Space out your posts.  

Avoid technical jargon. Keep your use of 
jargon to a minimum. Don’t use technical 
financial terms when plain language will do.

Ignore negative comments. Try to reply to 
about 5% to 10% of negative feedback, but 
make sure you keep this to one post and take 
it off-line.

Avoid mud-slinging. Don’t be drawn into 
debates or negative interactions. Rather 
suggest a follow-up with email or telephone.

Don’t be lousy and lazy. You made the choice 
to use social media so don’t post anything 
that doesn’t do you or your business justice. 
Also make time to post on a regular basis.

Don’t be a downer. Posts that are positive are 
more likely to be shared. Negativity doesn’t 
sell on social media.

More is not always better. Don’t post long 
posts and comments. Keep it brief and rather 
add a link for additional reading.

SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES: WHAT YOU NEED TO DO

DO NOT SELL.  EDUCATE. BUILD a RELATIONSHIP of trustworthy information!
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Posting guide – Understand your audience

Know your clients. Get 
specific. Create personas.

Remember to like posts 
that belong to your 

audience.

Keep in mind that all these social networks do have pitfalls as business tools and you need to always apply self-
discipline and your own judgement when you use them. Always maintain high standards of professionalism, because 
they reflect on your business and ours at attooh!.

CHECK LIST

Be responsive. Respond 
within 24 hours. Aim for 

less.

Profile picture 

Professional headline

GIC Juristic 
representative disclaimer 

Share an update or 
industry news

Add your summary

It’s not all about you. 
Show interest in the 

needs of others not just 
yours.

You’re busy. So are they. 
Don’t waste your time or 

theirs.

GETTING STARTED
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Add  profile picture:  This image should 
represent who you are as a person representing 
your personal brand. Due to the small size we 
suggest you use a Photo that represents you. 

Add your bio: In the bio you will need to 
state that you are a juristic representative of 
Discovery. The correct way to do this would 
be to include the following legal line:

List your company’s skills and expertise in 
the appropriate section

BioSummary of 
background

Cover imageProfile picture

Your Designation should reflect exactly 
what you do.  Ie Certified Financial Planner 
or Financial Advisor, if your Designation  
(Job Description) is different then you need 
to make sure that you have the correct 
qualifications to justify your Job Description. 
 

attooh! Consulting Services Holdings (Pty) Ltd, 
a juristic representative of Discovery Life Ltd, an 
Authorised Financial Services Provider, FSP18147

GETTING STARTED: LINKEDIN
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LinkedIn is the world’s largest professional network – with 

over 400 million users worldwide and 467 million users 

in South Africa. It is business orientated and the content is 

primarily focused on growing business networks online.

Benefits of LinkedIn

• Easy to publish news, and expert views.

• Rediscover former clients to re-establish business relations 

and get referrals.

• Ideal for connecting with industry peers and new business 

prospects.

• You can share your expertise in discussion forums or gain 

access to industry groups in your personal capacity as a 

financial adviser and not as attooh! nor Discovery.

• Find clients or request introductions to new leads using 

search tools.

LINKEDIN TIPS

Set time aside for 
drafting posts.

Use an editorial 
calendar

Check feeds at least  
twice each day. 

If only twice, then 
mid-morning and late 

afternoon

Schedule posts 
in advance.
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Cover picture: 1500 x 500px
The cover image can contain a generic 
image that is representative of the GIC you 
represent  and you need to include attooh!’s 
logo with the Discovery logo.  If you have a 
personalised logo this is not allowed to 
be positioned with Discovery nor attooh! 
Only the company who is the registered 
company on the FSP is allowed to be on 
your profile.

Ensure that you apply the guidelines from 
the marketing toolkit when inserting the 
applicable logos. This would have already 
been done on your behalf.

Profile picture: 400 x 40px
Due to the small size we suggest you use your 
photo that represents you. 

Bio: your bio will need to clearly state that 
you are a juristic representative of Discovery.   
Please include the following line:

Advanced cover 
image

Profile picture

Twitter handle

Bio

400 x 400 px

1500 x 500 px

cover image

profile picture

attooh! Consulting Services Holdings (Pty) Ltd, 
a juristic representative of Discovery Life Ltd, an 
Authorised Financial Services Provider, FSP18147

GETTING STARTED: TWITTER
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Twitter is a microblogging site limited to 

280 characters. It is a platform with over 

336 million active users and 500 million 

posts a day, allowing you to post your own 

updates or repost other people’s tweets 

onto your message timeline. It incorporates 

both professional and personal content 

and is useful for short, real-time informative 

updates.

Benefits of Twitter

• Share pictures, graphics, links and expert 

info in real-time.

• See what your clients and prospective 

clients are chatting about to help you 

provide a tailor-made financial needs 

analysis.

• See what competitors are saying about 

the industry and best practice in financial 

advice.

TWITTER TIPS

Don’t treat it like Facebook. Vary 
content and don’t auto-post between.

Tweet on the weekend. Less busy 
means greater impact.

Space out your tweets. No more than 
one per hour (excluding @ replies).

Don’t be a downer. Positive tweets 
34% more likely to be shared, negative 
13% less.

Post at least once a day. More is better 
and vary times slightly.

Keep it short and sweet.

Best time for RTs: noon – 16:00
Bad: After 10:00, after 17:00.

Place links early. Place links close to 
the beginning of a post to increase 
chances of them being opened. You 
may not use links to the Discovery and 
attooh! website or point to specific 
products offered by Discovery. You 
can only point to your own personal 
website.
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Cover picture: 851 x 315px
The cover image can contain a generic image that 
is representative of attooh! and you need to include 
attooh! logo with the Discovery logo. Ensure that you 
use the already designed banners on www.attoohinfo.
co.za as this complies with the Discovery GIC Branding 
Guidelines.

Profile picture: 180 x  180px
Due to the small size we suggest you use your photo. 

Brief biography (bio): your bio will need to clearly 
state that you are a juristic representative of Discovery. 
Please include the following line:

180 x 180 px

Mobile Safe area
560 px

851 x 315 px

cover image
profile picture

attooh! Consulting Services Holdings (Pty) Ltd, 
a juristic representative of Discovery Life Ltd, an 
Authorised Financial Services Provider, FSP18147

Advanced cover 
image

Profile picture

Bio

GETTING STARTED: FACEBOOK ADVISOR BUSINESS PAGE
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Facebook is the largest social network in 

the world. It has over 2.20 billion users 

and is the second most widely-accessed 

website in the world. It is also one of 

the most personal social networks and 

interaction is more likely to be between 

circles of people.  You can share the 

widest range of content here as well as 

create your own Facebook page for your 

business.

Benefits of Facebook

• Talk to your clients to get referrals.

• Most flexible platform when it comes to 

sharing information, because sharing 

of posts is encouraged.

• Allows a space where prospective 

clients can see what you get up to and 

how happy clients are with your advice.

• Search capabilities and download 

options of manuals (easy to forward, 

share and email).

FACEBOOK TIPS

Think headline, not article. Get 
attention. Then add content, action or 
link.

Tell good stories. Less statistics. 

A picture is worth 1 000 words.
TIP: Avoid depressing ones

Use more videos In-feed video is now 
more successful than static ads.
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Profile picture: 160 x  160px
Upload your Personal photograph. 

Download our pre designed attooh! 
motivational quotes as a start for your 
Instagram page.

Profile picture

160 x 160 px

profile picture

Bio

GETTING STARTED: INSTAGRAM
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Instagram is a platform for visuals and video.  Its 

only functionality is that it allows you to upload 

pictures and short-form videos and share these 

with other users. It is one of the fastest growing 

social networks and can allow you the opportunity 

to share personal moments.

Benefits of Instagram

• Talk to your clients to get referrals.

• Most flexible platform when it comes to 

sharing information, because sharing of posts is 

encouraged.

• Allows a space where prospective clients can see 

what you get up to and how happy clients are with 

your advice.

• Search capabilities and download options of 

manuals (easy to forward, share and email).

INSTAGRAM TIPS

Use high-res images at all times.
This is a visual medium, no grainy images should be posted – ever!

Use the filters to truly make your photos and videos stand out. 
These include VSCOcam, Snapseed and Adobe Photoshop Express.

Match the medium to the message. No need to post lengthy 
captions to your content. Short and sweet.

Optimise your hashtags.
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Adhere to attooh! and Discovery’s confidentiality rules.

Adhere to attooh! and Discovery’s communication standards of polite and professional conduct. Do not swear, make derogatory remarks or participate in 

confrontational exchanges.

Be factually correct – make sure that your information is validated.

Correct your errors – if you make an error, be upfront about it and correct it quickly. Use your best judgment – remember, there are consequences to what you write.

Be mindful of the world’s longer memory – remember that everything you say is likely to be indexed and stored forever, either via search engines or through 

bloggers that reference your comments.

If you are unsure about anything or if you have any queries, get in touch with  attooh! Creative 

As an Financial Advisor of attooh! and being part of the GIC of Discovery  you undertake to:

TAKE NOTE


